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What is a cookie? 

Cookies, which we place on your download, tablet or mobile use and which we use on our 
websites or 

are small text files that are read when they use our applications. Cookies, our websites and 

It provides the need to analyze your browsing behavior in applications. These analyzes help 
our websites and 

It helps us to continuously improve our apps. 

Detailed information on the information of your Personal Data Confidentiality and 

Illumination Text A&T (https://atleasing.com.tr/uploads/kisisel_verilerin_korunmasi2-2.pdf) 

can be accessed together. 

Explaining the different cookie arrangement 

Functional cookies: They ensure the proper functioning of our websites and applications. 

Analytics cookies (anonymous): Quickly resolve viewing metrics and challenges of our 
websites and apps. 

Analytics cookies (customer-specific): Measures your use of our websites and apps. 

Affiliate cookies (anonymous): It allows foreigners with whom A&T cooperates to know that 
they come to the websites of the expanders via https://www.atleasing.com.tr. In some 
divisions, A&T receives compensation from such parties in respect of this matter. 

Interest cookies: For example, use your preferences and username. 

Marketing cookies and similar content: depending on your online behavior, we and third-
party content such as Google and Facebook may have special messages for you, such as 
special offers. 

Social media cookies: Controls of our websites and apps share social media partners. 

Cookie Configuration 

As Atleasing Finansal Kiralama A.Ş, we do not use cookies, so you may not need to make a 
choice regarding "Cookie Settings". 

Your preferences on the relevant website where you choose to delete cookies will be 
deleted. In addition, cookies are completely 

choose to block here https://www.atleasing.com.tr including many websites including 
websites 

https://atleasing.com.tr/uploads/kisisel_verilerin_korunmasi2-2.pdf
https://www.atleasing.com.tr/


It may not work properly. 

How can you manage via Web Browser (Internet explorer) cookies? 

Most internet browsers can offer the following: 

View saved cookies 

Deleting saved cookies 

Blocking cookies from specified websites 

Block all cookies 

Types of cookies are as follows: 

Mandatory Cookies (Always enabled) These cookies are necessary for internet reading 
purposes. The cookies in question are mandatory to fulfill an information chain service 
requested by the users. 

Functional Cookies These are cookies that are used for purposes such as remembering your 
preferences, using the internet framework effectively, optimizing the site to respond to its 
parts, and containing data about how the site is used. These cookies are used to provide 
other than essential cookies. 

Performance and Analytical Cookies These cookies are anonymous cookies that help to 
experience internet experiences and allow statistical measurement to analyze users' data on 
websites. These cookies are used to make the connection of the site by analyzing your use 
and performance of our website. These cookies are not used to target you with navigational 
ads. 

Advertising Marketing Cookies With these cookies, it is aimed to detect the personal 
interests of the users on the internet, whose online movements are tracked, and to crash 
the advertisements on the internet for these interests. You can cooperate with some of our 
business partners to advertise and promote on or off our site, and to offer you campaigns. If 
you allow these cookies, we cannot provide you with a personalized experience. 
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